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The Doctrine of Justification in the 

Lutheran Dialogue with Other Churches* 

LUTHERAN theology and the Lutheran Church seem to have a great 
advantage in being able to express their understanding of the 
Christian message by means of a single concept: thejustificatio impii. 
This formula is the expression of the whole event of salvation, a kind 

,of resume of the Gospel and the heart of the proclamation of Christ. 
It appears in this brief statement of the Augsburg Confession (Art. 
IV): Homines gratis justificantur propter Christum per fidem ('\Ve 
become righteous towards God by grace, for Christ's sake. and 
through faith'). Its intention, like that of the doctrine of justification 
which draws it out, is to 'proclaim the fulness of God's life-creating 
Word'.l 

In order to express this central role of the doctrine of justification. 
which determines everything which the Church preaches and teaches. 
Luther and the Christian confessions of faith declare it to be 'the first 
and principal article',2 the praecipuus locus doctrinae Christianae,3

or, metaphorically, the 'leaven' which makes the dough rise.• the 
magister et princeps, dominus, rector et judex super omnia genera 
doctrinarum. 5

Admittedly, in the course of the ages which followed the 
Reformation - orthodoxy, the Enlightenment, and pietism - the 
doctrine of justification did not maintain this central, determining role 
at the heart of Lutheran theology. But in the nineteenth century 
considerable efforts were made to restore its original importance. And 
the Lutheran theology of our own century has once more fully 
recognised and taken with total seriousness the central position of the 
doctrine of justification. This can be seen not only in historical studies 
(devoted to Luther and the Reformation), in theological works and 
treatises, but also from the time of the Fourth Assembly of the 
Luther:in World Federation (Helsinki 1963), and in the notable 
studies which preceded and followed this event. This point holds good 
•Prof. Dr. Harding Meyer of the Strasbourg Centre d'Etudes Oecwncniques is himself
active in Lutheran dialogues and studies. We are grateful for pennission to translate
this article, whicb first appeared as 'La Doctrine de la Justification dans le dialogue
interconfessional mene par l'Eglise lutherieMe', Revue d'Histoire et de Phi losophic
Rcligicuscs. 1977, no. I, Paris.

I. E. Wolf: Die Rcchtfertlgungslehre als Mitte und Grcnze reformatorischer
Thcologie' in Ptrtgrinat/o vol. II, 1965, p. 14.42. Smalkald Articles. Die
Bekenntnl.sschrifttn <kr evange//sh-luthtrlschtn KlrcM, 3rd ed., 1956 (referred to
hereafter as BKS), p. 415.
3. Apology, Id., p. 159.
4. Formula Concord/at, So/Ida Dtelarat/o, Id.: p. 916.
S. Luther (Martln)-Wtrla. Krltischt Gtsamtausgabt. Weimar. Bohlau. 1883
(referred to hereafter a.s WA), vol. 39, I, p. 205.
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no matter what other judgment may be made about their results. The 
Assembly showed to what a degree recent work has concentrated on 
a new interpretation of the Reformation doctrine of justification. 
both as regards its significance for modem men and women and the 
way in which they understand themselves, and also in the context of 
present-day spiritual and socio-political problems. These same pre
occupations dominated the work of the Theological Commission of 
the United Evangelical Lutheran Church of Germany (VELKD), 
which for three years, 1970-72, devoted itself to the doctrine of 
justification.6 These attempts at a reinterpretation of the doctrine of 
justification for our own age are in fact only the expression of a • struggle to keep this legacy of the Reformation alive and to confirm it
for today as the centre and reference point of all theological doctrine
and of all the Church's proclamation.

If_ we accept that this teaching holds a central place in Lutheran
thought, we would naturally expect conversations on justification by
faith to be central to the ecumenical endeavours of the Lutheran

_ Churches. The Reformers indeed implicitly and explicitly stood up for
the conviction that agreement on the doctrine of justification
played a decisive role in the problem of Church unity. And this holds
true not only as regards relations with the Roman Catholic Church.
of which Luther could say that all the problems under debate led up
to this particular point: 7 this question has a fundamental importance
for the unity of the Church in general. An agreement on the faithful
preaching of the Gospel - an agreement which according to article 7
of the Augsburg Confession would he both necessary and sufficient to
create true Church unity - obviously assumes that the conception of
the Gospel and the administering of the sacraments harmonise with
the message of justification. It therefore seems that - according to
the Lutheran way of thinking - the whole ecumenical problem is con
centrated on this point. Luther said so expressis verb is. and the credal

· books repeat it: 'For where this single article (that is, the article on • 
justification) exists in pure form, Christianity also remains pure and
sound, united and without any sects, because this article and this
article alone makes and maim llllS Christianity . . . But if it goes. it
would be impossible to resist any sort of error or the spirit of
sectarianism. '8
6. Rechtfertigung Im neuzeitllchen Lebtnszusammenhang. Studien :ur
Interpretation <kr Rechtfertlgungslehre, 1974.
7. Smalkald Articles, BKS, p. 416.
8. Luther (Martin) Oeuvrn. tome VI, p. 242, Geneva. Labor et Fides, 1964: cf.
BK.S p. 916. The study document of the theological department of the L WF
(Lutheran World Federation) "Mehr als Einheit der Kirchen," 1970, says on this
topic: ' ... when through preaching, baptism and the Eucharist, justification is
bestowed on the sinner by grace alone, for the love of Christ ... , then there is unity
and all the conditions for realising ecclesial communion are fulfilled' (from
Lutherische Rundschau, 1970, no. 26, p. 59).
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In how far do the interconf essional dialogues which the Lutheran 
Churches have undertaken in recent years with. other Churches 
correspond with this conviction? Docs the problem of justification 
hold the dominant place in these dialogues in accordance with what 
has been said above? It is not easy to answer that question. It is not 
possible, at any rate, to answer it by any comprehensive and un
modified statement. A brief survey of the topics handled in the most 
important bilateral conversations of recent years will enable us to 
take stock of the situation. 

(a) The Conversations with the Reformed Churches in North America

and at the European level
There was discussion on the doctrine of justification as such in the
dialogue which developed in North America from 1963-66. It was
simply referred to briefly at the third and penultimate session in which
a question arose about the relation between creation and salvation.
between law and Gospel, between justification and sanctification. The
doctrine of justification figured no more importantly in the agenda of 
the directly doctrinal conversations which took place in Europe
between Reformed and Lutheran Christians at Bad Schauenburg
( 1964-67).

There are obvious reasons for this: there is not and never has been 
any opposition between Lutherans and Reformed Christians on this 
point. This is what came to be declared by the Leuenberg 
Agreement, which reckoned the doctrine of justification among the 
elements which had always been shared by both Churches: •Tuey 
were at one in bearing witness to God's free and unconditional grace 
in the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ for all those who 
believe this promise' (No. 4, cf. No. 8). A similar statement was made 
at the North American conversations: 'We agree in recog., sing that 
the doctrine of justification by faith is the fundamental doctrine of 
both traditions.' The fact that with Lutherans the doctrine of 
justification 'has played a more decisive role in the formulation of 
theological statements' was indeed noted, but it was taken to be a 
particular element, connected with a specific overall situation, and of 
no significance at the level of theological controversy. 9

- The case was quite different with the· Leuenberg Agreement and
with the deliberations and conversations which led up to its form
ulation (1969-73). The joint declarations on the message of
justification became the central element of the entire text (Nos. 6- 12).

The reason why the question of justification was at the centre of 
the discussion stems from the fact that the very purpose of the 

9·. Au/ dem-Wegt-; Luthcrisch-rcformierte Kirchengcmcinschaft, 1967, p. 116; 
Marburg Rnisited, 1966, p. 1.52. 
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ecclesial agreement which aimed to make po_ss1ble and l? a� as a

basis for ccclcsial communion. Now, eccles1al comm_umon 15 not
brought about solely by transcending debated points an� b_y
eliminating divisive factors. The foundation of ecclcsi_al �ommuruon is
that we arc conscious of being united in the same faith in the Gospel

of Jesus Christ. And at this level the doctrine of justification, of �h1ch

there was no pressing need to speak at the previous convcrs3:uons.
regained the significance and the function it had �ways had �n �e
Reformation framework: the foundation of eccles1al commumon 1s 
provided by a shared understanding of �e Gospel as the mcss�c of 
justification, together with a corresponding shared understanding of 
the sacrarnents. 10 

(b) The Conversation with the Anglican Church 
As with the Lutheran-Reformed doctrinal conversations, the problem 
of justification was not dealt with explicitly in the Anglican-Lutheran 
conversations of recent years, either in the United States ( 1969-72) or 
in the dialogue between the LWF (Lutheran World Federation) and 
the Anglican Communion ( 19 70-72). Here too the doctrine of 
justification as such was not under debate between Anglicans and 
Lutherans. The American report expresses this fact. In its final part 
there is a reference to the Anglican-Lutheran agreement on five 
fundamental points of the Church's life and teaching. Four of these \ points of agreement had been studied or confirmed since the previous 
exchanges (the primacy and authority of Scripture, the Apostles'
Creed and Nicaean Creed, baptism, Eucharist). In contrast, with
regard to justification, agreement was taken to be already achieved:
there is agreement on the subject of 'justification by grace through
faith as affirmed by both the Lutheran Confessions and the Anglican
Book of Common Prayer and Thirty Nine Articles of Rcligion.' 10a 

The problem of justification is therefore not absent from thethoughts of the Anglican and Lutheran Churches. but it is not on theagenda �ince the conve_rsa�ons wanted to concentrate on settlingdebated issues. When this dialogue reaches the point of entering on anew stage whose goal will be the realisation of ccclesial unity, will the
10. Cf. the Leuenbcrg Agreement, no. 29 (English text in TM Ec:umtnical Rniitw,vol. XXV, 1973, no. 3, pp. 355tT.; cf. also M. Lienhard, LUlMrisch-refonnitrttKlrchengemelruchaft Heute, 2nd ed .• 1973, p. 64.
l Oa. Lutheran-Episcopal Dlalogut. A Progress Rtport, 1972, p. 23.
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fundament:31 importance of justification be brought up then. ashappened lll_ the Lutheran-Reformed conversations? The Anglican-Lutheran conversations have indeed not yet reacheda stage comparable to the Lutheran-Reformed discussions atLeucnbcrg_. For the present, all that is envisaged and recommended
?" the basis of the theological agreements so far obtained is 'a greatlyincreased measure of intcrcommunion'll or an intensified
communicatio in sacris. 11 The idea of total ecclesial unity does notseem to have ripened enough yet, as is acknowledged by the two
partners in dialogue. The problem will arise later. This is the sense in
which the American report speaks of a 'future unity,' 13 and the
Pullach report of a 'closer unity' or of a future 'organic unity. • 14 For
this. as both reports emphasise, 'further developments,· will be
necessary . 15 

It is then to be expected - and the Lutherans would stress the 
point-that in the course of some later phase of the dialogue as it works 
towards the realization of total ecclesial unity, the problem of how the 
Gospel is understood - which the Reformation doctrine of 
justification tried to express - will come to be set in the centre of the 
conversations, not as a debated subject needing clarification. but as 
the foundation of ccclcsial communion, affirmed by all. 

Certain signs can be picked out of the reports issued by these two 
dialogues which give grounds for thinking that such will be the 
outcome as the conversations which seek full ecclesial communion 
between Anglicans and Lutherans are continued. The Lutheran 
president of the dialogue between the Anglican Communion and the 
L WF has stated in a personal assessment of the situation, with regard 
to the final report: In the future conversations' ... commitment to the 
Gospel ... needs further exploration. Although the present 
conversations affirm the importance of justification and forgiveness of 
sins. future conversations should say more clearly and fully that the 
Gospel proclaims �e �nmcrited g�ac:

16

whereby Go? declares �e.nrighteous through faith m Jesus Chnst. In the Amencan report, 1t 1s 
also asked that future conversations will continue, in the first place, to 
concentrate 'on the nature of the Gospel. ' 11 • 

In fact, if, as it has been said, 'any future umty of the Church will 
• 

I 1. A nglican-Lurhtran lnttrnarional Convtrsatfons (Pullach Report), SPCK,

London. 1973, no. �6. 
12. Lutheran-Episcopal Dlafogut. p. 14; cf. PP· 23-4.

13. Ibid. p. 22
00 d99 f 91 

1-l. Ang/ican-Lurheran fnttmational Con�trsatioru, nos. l an ; c. no. . 

t �- /bid. no. 100; Lutheran-Episcopal D1alo�. p. 24. 

I 6. A ng/lcan-Luthtran lnttrnational Conversations, p. 30.

I-;. Lutheran-Episcopal Dlafogut. p. 24.
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be a unity of common confession, 11 the sh_ared u�de�stan�ing �f the
Gospel, which is precisely what t�e doctnn� of JUSt�cation tnes to 
express, will be at the heart of this confession of faith. 

(c) The Conversation with the Roman Catholic Church
While the study of the problem of justification seems to and can be 
effectively carried out on the same model in the dialogues with the 
Reformed and with the Anglican Churclies, it might be supposed that 
the case is quite otherwise in the conversations with the Catholic 
Church. The problem of justification was central to the criticisms 
formulated by the Reformers against the Roman Church, and it was 
at the source of the separation between the Lutheran and Catholic 
Churches. One might therefore expect that in the Lutheran-Catholic 
dialogue the problem of justification would be from the outset the 
subject of intense discussion. 

But this has not been the case. If one examines the conversations 
which took place ten years ago between Catholics and Lutherans in 
the United States, one docs indeed find a detailed study of different 
important problems under debate, including the problem of papal 
primacy and pontifical infallibility, but apart from some scattered 
allusions the problem of justification as such has not been broached. 

Has the dialogue between the L WF and the Roman Catholic 
Church proceeded differently? At first sight, it seems that it has. 
From the first session ref erencc was made to the doctrine of 
justification and the final report, the Malta Report, devotes several 
paragraphs to this point on which 'the traditional polemical disagree
ments were especially sharply dcfined.' 19 However, it should be added 
that the problem of the doctrine of justification has not really been 
discussed as such. In reality, in thi!: dialogue interest has been 
directed, not to the doctrine of justification in itself, but to the 
problem of its 'theological importance.' 

Many people feel that there is a palpable gap in the dialogue at this 
point. How has it come about? 

The way in which the dialogue has developed explains certain 
things. At the end of the first session, it was expected that the 
dis�ussions on the doctrine of justification would be pursued and con
crete inciications of this were given. 20 But these discussions were not 
pursued. At the request of the participants the following session was 
devoted to the subject 'World and Church under the Gospel.' It was 
thought that the general theme of the dialogue (The Gospel and the 

18. Ibid., p. 22.
19. The English text of the Malta Report can be found in Luthtran World vol. XIX,

no. 3, 1971, pp. 259fT.
20. Lutherische Rundschau, 1969, p. 479.

' 
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Church) could not be treated adequately without first asking what 
were the links between Gospel and Church on the one hand, and 'the 
world' on the other. The second session was bound to be a sort of 
parenthesis. But at the close of this session, there was a desire not to 
revert to the problem of justification. Despite the request expressed 
by several Lutherans, the majority of participants thought that the 
conversations ought to be directed along another line and that it was 
necessary to come to grips with the burning problems of ecclesiology. 

There is no need to view this as a simple technical breakdown in 
the dialogue. The real reason for the halt in the discussion on 
justification lies elsewhere. The participants were in fact convinced 
that in view of the theological and ecumenical studies of recent years 
this question was not, basically, the subject of Lutheran-Catholic con
troversy. A far-reaching consensus which would render fresh dis
cussion pointless was taken for granted. 

What is this consensus? The Malta Report tries to explain it briefly 
(No. 26). Is this description adequate? This is what I shall go on to 
consider. For the moment, I will restrict myself to the following 
assertions: 

1. The problem of the doctrine of justification, considered as one of
the decisive problems of confessional debate, is taken seriously in the 
Lutheran-Catholic conversations. 

2. However, it has been judged that modem theological study has
already worked out on this point a consensus far-reaching enough to 
enable a more detailed session on the problem of justification to be 
abandoned in favour of a discussion of other debated problems which 
had remained in suspense, in particular, problems of ecclesiology. 
The results of the conversations between Catholics and Lutherans 
therefore have to be read in the light of this preliminary consensus on 
the rpncept of the doctrine of justification, a consensus which has still 
only been sketched out, even in the results of these conversations. 

3. All the participants were fully aware that according to Luther:in
thought, the doctrine of justification could not be treated as one 
isolated point of doctrine, but that it is the centre from which 
Christian preaching and teaching devolve. By deepening the 
discussion the dialogue bas sought to find out if and in how far the 
Catholics could also agree on this point. 

4. In view of the central position held by the doctrine of
justification in Lutheran thought, it was clear from the start that even 
in the study of ecclesiological questions it would play the role of a 
permanent criterion, at least for the Lutherans. 
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II. 

The Concept of Justification . . . . . . 
What arc the shared affirmaoons about Justificatron m the mter-
conf cssional dialogues? I will limit myself in the first p�ace to the 
Lutheran-Catholic conversations, that is, to the declara��ns of the 
Malta Report. I would like to begin by harmorusmg these 
declarations with the Lutheran-Catholic consensus that has emerged 
in modem theological study, a consensus to which the M_a

lta �eport
refers: 'Today a far-reaching consensus is devclopmg tn the 
interpretation of justification' (No. 26). Two extremely comp�ct 
statements in the Malta Report point out this consensus. Catholics 
and Lutherans are replying to the criticisms.each has addressed to �e 
other concerning the problem of justification: To the �� 
Reformation reproach about 'justification by works' and the givmg 
up of 'the gratuitousness of the gift of salvation,' the Catholics reply: 
'Catholic theologians also emphasize in reference to justification that 
God's gift of salvation for the believer is unconditional as far as 
human accomplishments arc concerned' (No. 26). 

To the chief reproach formulated by the Catholics, namely that 
justification was reduced to something purely forensic in the 
Ref ormation Churches, with no real renewal of the person, the 
Lutherans reply in their turn: 'Lutheran theologians emphasize that 
the event of justification is not limited to individual forgiveness of sins 
and they do not sec in it a purely external declaration of the 
justification of the sinner. Rather the righteousness of God actualised 
in the Christ event is conveyed to the sinner through the message of 
justification as an encompassing reality basic to the new lif c of the 
believer' (No. 26). 

These declarations are admittedly very brief. But they still allow 
two statements to be made: 

1. The genuine points in the polemic are not avoided. They have 
been faced, and an attempt has been made to reply to them, while 
making it clear that this polemic has basically lost its relevance. The 
two dialogue partners have accepted the positive intentions of the 
criticisms addressed to them, and these no longer touch them. 

2. Even though these declarations arc only brief statements which 
need to be drawn out further, the essential points and the topics under 
discussion have all been presented. There is the question off aith, of 
the absence of any conditions to be fulfilled for t he gift of salvation, 
that is, of the gratuitousness of justification, and thereby, implicitly, 
of the problem of the meritorious character of human works. There is 
the question of a 'purely external declaration of the justification of the 
sinner' and of 'the new life of the believer': there is thus the question 
of the problem of a forensic concept of justification, of the real
renewal of the believer, and, implicitly, of the problem of the man 
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who even when he has been justified remains a sinner. I will now 
attempt to show how a genuine agreement has been achieved in 
practice on these debated points. 2oa

( a) Grace and Merit 
For a long while Catholics have made the comment that the so/a

gratia of the reformers is. 'authentically Christian' and that it is 'in 
perfect harmony with Catholic tradition, the great conciliar 
definitions on grace and salvation, and even with Thomism.'21 'If by 
so/a gratia one understands that salvation is given exclusively by 
God's grace, that man is quite simply incapable of finding it without 
grace, then a Catholic principle is being expressed'. 22 So there is no
need whatever to repudiate either the declarations of the Council of 
Trent against the Reformation or its doctrinal decisions on grace and 
justification. The Council says that the causa ejficiens of justification 
is 'the merciful God who freely washes and sanctifies us' (DS 
1529). 21 'We may be said to be justified freely, in the sense that 
nothing that precedes justification, neither faith nor works, merits the 
grace of justification, for uif out of grace, then not in virtue of works; 
otherwise (as the same Apostle says) grace is no longer grace'" (Rom 
I l :6) (OS 1532). Speaking of the doctrinal decisions of the Council 
of Trent. Hans Kung states: 'The justification of all through 
redemption in Christ by God's verdict is exclusively God's work: this 
is Catholic teaching. '2-'

Protestants have often shown themselves to be little impressed by 
such statements. The idea that renl so/a gratia is incompatible with 
the Catholic concept of infused grace, inherent in the believer (gratia 
infusa, gratia inhaerens) is one of the most frequently recurring ob
jections. For according to this concept grace would be in some way 
at human disposal: the act of justification would therefore be again a 
challenge to human resources - touched by grace - and God's 
sovereignty would again be questioned. In opposition to this concept 

20a. With regard to the present state of the Lutheran-Catholic debate on 
jusufication. may I make special reference here to H. G. PcThlmann's profound 
study: Rtthtfertigung. Dit gqenwdrtige kontrovtntheologlscht Probfmtatik der 
Rechtftrrigungslthrt zwischen (kr tvangellsch-luthuischen und der romiJch
karholischtn Kirche, 1971. 
21. L. Bouyer. Tht Spirit and Forms of Protntantlsm, London. 195 S. p. I 3.
22. H. Fries, 'Die Grundanlieaen der Theologie Luthers in der Sicht der katholischen
Theologie dcr Gegenwart' in Wandlungtn des Luthenblldn, ed. KX. Forster. 1966.
p. 1974.
23. The declarations of the Council of Trent are quoted here and throughout the
article from Dcnzinger/Schonmctzcr. Enchiridlon Symbolorum. 3 3rd ed.. l 9b�
(OS). English translation from The Church Teachn. B. Herckr Book Co .. 19SS.
24. Hans Kung. Justifeqtlon, Bums and Oates. London. t964: p. 251. This hool "
being reissued later in the year under the title Justification Toda_r.
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of a habitual grace inherent to the person, Protestants emph�sisc that
grace comes from God's side, that it is the grace of God, hlS �crcy.
his favour (favor Dei). This divergence between the Catholic and
Protestant ways of thinking is not insurmountable. If one looks m�re
closely one can assert that there arc very clearcut convergences which
bring these viewpoints together. . . . 

Catholic theology itself allows the principle b_y wh_1ch grace in its
original and basic sense means Goc fs goodWlll. his bcnc�olen�c.
Anything further which can be said about grace must take this as its
starting-point and reference. 'The word "'grace" signifies first of all
goodness, benevolence; the meaning of a "gift manifesting this 
benevolence" only comes afterwards.'2' 

This is to be noted in St. Thomas Aquinas. for example. of whom 
0. Pesch could say that it seemed evident to him 'that g.racc iL!>clf
must be first and foremost "simply the love of God. ·••a If one think!\
of grace as 'the free personal favour of God. as his powerful anc.l
sovereign act,' then there cannot be, according to Kung who here Loo
refers to Catholic biblical exegesis, any 'serious diff ercnce · between
Protestant thinking and Catholic thinking. 27 

However, Catholic theology constantly emphasises that the grace 
of God is not limited to his benevolence, but that it simuhancousl 
produces an effect on the human person. Grace is essenLi:iJly fur,;,
Dei but it is not solely Javor Dei, as was said at the Council or Trent 
(OS 1561). Speaking of the concept of grace in St. Thom 
Aquinas,21 Pesch states that: 'the love of God is alwa s and
necessarily creative ... The idea of a grace which is ·ra our.· ·t vc. · 
'acceptance' existing only on God's side would be ... an 
anthropomorphism - because non-creativity is a charactcri tic of 
human love.' Such concepts as 'inherent grace,' 'infused grace· etc. arc
meant to show the creative power of grace whose effects make
themselves felt for the sake of and within human nature. •The
expressions gratta inhaerens, and gratla i,ifusa permanens emphasise
only the true, essential, inner transformation of man. ' 29 In thnt thev
refer to the real renewal brought about by grace in the justified ma�
or woman, the ideas of gratla lnhaerens or justitia inhaerens in no
way betray the intentions underlying Protestant thinking, which can
accept them freely. 30 

25. Charles Moeller,
,
'Grace and Ju1tiflc&tion' in Lum•n Vilat vol. XIX. t 964 no. 4.

pp. 719-30; O«t.UMnis� ,, Formation Rtllgi�w•. ll. p. 532. 
26. O. H. Pesch, Die TMologlt tkr Rtcht/1rtlfl,lflf �I Manin Lwhtr und Thomas

von Aquln. 1967, p. 632.
27. H&ns Kung, Jusrljicalion, p. 194.
28. 0. H. Pesch, op. ell, p. 632.
29. Hans Kilng, Justf/icalion, p. 197.
30. Cf. P. Brunner, 'Die Rechtferti1W111lehre des Konrils von Trimt' in Pro Eccl�sla
vol. II. 1966. pp. 151 IT and 1661T.
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Catholic and Reformed thinking therefore come together at least in 
what they intend. Luther too could say, like the Council of Trent, 
while insisting on sola gratia: 'not grace alone': 'Christ obtained for 
us not only grace but also the gift of the Holy Spirit so that we should 
not receive simply forgiveness of sins but that sin should cease in 
us.'u 

The decisive question is thus to find out whether justification can 
be based on this gratia inhaerens and so on the regenerative effect of 
grace in human nature. This is precisely the idea which the 
Reformation vehemently repulsed as the negation of sola gratia. But 
isn't this precisely what Catholics affirm when they consider the 
actions of the renewed human person as 'merits'? (DS 1545). 

Catholic writers say no. Gratia inhaerens always remains the 
grace of God. and we can never take it to ourselves to such an extent 
that we can rely on it before God. 32 Justitia inhaerens is indeed 'our
righteousness,' but not 'our own righteousness,' as if it stemmed from 
ourselves (DS 154 7). The ideas of cooperatio and merit should 
therefore not be understood in the sense of a synergism or a 
'Pharisaic teaching on merit'33 which would appeal to the good works
consequent on God's action in man as guaranteeing his 
righteousness. The declarations of the Council of Trent expressly 
refute this idea: 'A Christian should have no inclination either to rely 
on himself or to glory in himself instead of in the Lord ( 1 Cor 1 :3 1), 
whose goodness towards all men is such that he wants his gifts to be 
their merits' (DS 1548). 

Today it would be asserted on the Catholic side that the intention 
behind the ideas of merit and co-operation is to insist on the 
necessary renewal of the justified man or woman. 'As in Scripture, 
the Council's only concern (in its doctrine or merit) is that man 
should not remain in a state of indolent passivity, burying his talents, 
but put them to use. It is a summons not to an idle basking in the sun 
but to earnest fear of God and active obedience. '34

It is in this sense too that Edward Schillebccckx and Charles 
Moeller mean the idea of merit to be understood: ' ... merit indicates 

31. WA 50, 599.
32. Charles Moeller notes that schola.stic concepts of habitru and gratia crtata were
corrected 'from an anti-Pelapan perspective.' 'St. Bonaventure explains that we must
admit a created habitus in order to stress the radical powerlessness of man and to
exclude justice from works. Created grace is in no way then a kind of automatic
possession of the human beina, which would enable him somehow to do without the
permanent inftux of God our Saviour; on �e .contrary, it is �easclcssl� �roduccd by
God himself present in the soul ... All this 1s summed up m one s.t!!1ting formula: 
"to posst3S a habltw is to be possessed by God, habcrc est habcn (p. 7240. 
33. Hans Kung, Justlfica1lon, p. 258.
34. ibid, p. 25 8-9.
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the historicity of the supremacy of gr�ce wi��n
,
human �recdom, �d

in no sense competes with so/a gratla. M�nt is not_ 
a thmg, all�wing

us to obtain something else, for it simply 1s the reahty of man, m the
depth of his sou l, become 'worthy of.' It is the persona_! char�cter that 
must be stressed here: a men merits because he ts. It 1S not an 
acquisition, but the fruit of the whole man acting under Go d's motio�.
Thus we can understand that, in rewarding our merits, God crowns his
own gift s. 'H 

Today Protestants too can accept this idea from Catholic 
theology. This is how P. Brunner, for example, writes in his analysis 
of the Tridentine doctrine of justification: 'If the concept of merit is 
interpreted according to the texts of this decree, it also seems to 
belong to the order of grace. Eternal life is indeed not bestowed 
without the good works of believers and of justified men and women, 
but it remains nonetheless a gift of grace, a gift of Go d's mercy for 
Christ's sake. '36 

It is true that Catholic theologians themselves must ask, with this 
sort of interpretation, whether the term 'merit' can still be considered 
as a 'felicitous expression to convey the intended meaning. •n 
Schillebceckx thinks that: 'The word is not important, but the content 
is. '31 0. H. Pesch puts it even more categorically: the doctrine of merit 
'is not a fundamental conviction of faith which may never be given 
up, but a theological affirmation which can be allowed to drop or 
which can be replaced by better theological statements and an
alogies, without weakening the message of salvation in the process. '3' 

The idea of 'reward' would be not only more biblical but could at 
the same time make for a reconciliation with rcf ormed theology. The 
New Testament idea of reward was as we know one retained by the 
Reformers. They emphasised that the works pro duced by fa ith can 
never earn justification, but nonetheless they have an 'eschatalogical 
reference' transcending earthly life.'° The good works of a justified 

3.S. Edward Schillebecckx 'The Tridcntine Decree on Juati.fkation: a new view' in 
Conell/um vol . .S, no. 1, May 196.S, pp. 92-3; p. 93; Charles Modlcr, p. 724(. 
36. P. Brunner, p. 169. Mention should also be made here of V. Vajta's study 'Sine 
Mcritis. Zur kritischen Fun ktion der Recbtfertiaunplehre' in which be shows among 
other thinas that the Reformers' criticism wu dlrectcd at an idea of merit 'which 
considered human works u a preparadon for receivin1 arace.' On the other hand. it 
was not aimed at the Auaustinian and Thomlstic concept of merit 'founded on the 
absolute preliminary condition of srace in Jesus Christ' (in Otc:Mmtnica, 1968, p. 
19 31). 
37. 0. Karrer, quoted by Kiin1, p. 259.
38. Schillebeeckx, p. 93.

�---

39. Ftstschriftjur M. Schmaus, vol. 2, 1967, p. 1867f.
�O. A. Peters, 'Reformatorische Rechtfertiaunpbouchaft zwischcn tridcntinischcr
Rechtfertigungslehrc und 1egenwirti1em evanaeliscbem Ventandnis der
Rechtfcrtigung' in Lut�rjahrbuch 196•, pp. 119 and 123; cf. p. 92.
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man or woman arc thus in no sense useless for salvation and eternal 
life. On them depends 'the differences between the saints in glory,'" 
as the Apology of the Augsburg Confession states, for example. This 
is the sense in which the Lutheran confessions of faith and Luther 
himself can state without hesitation 'that good works are 
meritorious. '42 

If this is accepted, it seems quite possible to commit ourselves to 
the process of reconciliation with regard to the declarations of the 
Council of Trent - which have always been criticised and rejected by 
Protestants - which state that the good works of a justified person re
sult in an 'increase of grace' (DS 1582), an 'increase of justice' (DS 
1535, cf. 1574), thus giving them a specific importance for eternal 
life.43 But this reconciliation would be possible only if we adhere
strictly to the idea that the 'decisive step' from perdition to salvation. 
from hostility to God to the state of children of God, can be taken 
thanks to the merit of Christ alone, to which nothing can be added,« 
that the passion and death of Jesus Christ are and remain, therefore, 
the causa meritoria which suffices for justification (DS 1529). This is 
what 0. H. Pesch writes in his analysis of the doctrine of merit in St. 
Thomas Aquinas: 'Merit is "only" the effect of gratia cooperans, that 
is, of grace which, so to speak, brings its justifying work in its train .

.
• ,

(b) Forensic justification - solafide - the rentwal of human nature 
In order to express that God's acceptance of man is not tied to any 
condition to be fulfilled by man, and that the basis of justification is 
located on God's side, the Reformers, adopting biblical terminology, 
describe the act of justification most readily in 'forensic' terms:"' the 
sinner is 'declared righteous'41 before God's tribunal, on account of 
Christ; Christ's righteousness is 'imputed' to him; his sins are 
'pardoned' or he is 'acquitted.' Corresponding on the human side to 
this forensic act by which the sinner is declared righteous by God for 
Christ's sake is faith and, as the Reformers emphasise. faith alone. 
because no response can be made to a declaration of righteousness 
founded not on man but purely on Christ except a response off aith -
that is, by confidently accepting the judgment which confers 
righteousness. To appeal simultaneously to one's own works - even 
if they are produced by grace - would mean one did not accept this 
judgrnent but challenged it. Thus the human person can accept God's 

41. BKS, p. 227.
42. BKS, p. 198: WA 3011, 670; 32. 543.
43. Cf. P. BruMer, pp. 162-4.
44. P. Brunner, p. 163.
45. 0. H. Pesch, Dlt Th«J/ogit <kr Rteht/trtlgung, p. 785.
46. Cf, for example, BKS, pp. 209, 219, 919.
47. WA 30, JI 140.
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justifying judgment only through faith and so·. receive justification. 
The so/a fide of the Reformers is thus included in their forensic 
concept of justification. 

The polemic directed at what was thought of as the 'purely' 
forensic concept of justification and the corresponding sofa fide 
constituted, at least in the past, the sorest point in Catholic criticism 
of the Reformation doctrine of justification. It is therefore appropriate 
to go into this point in more detail. 

The decisive reproach formulated by the Catholics with regard to 
the debate on the subject of grace applies to this point as well. It runs 
as follows: In the Reformation concept of justification. a concept 
which bears an essentially forensic stamp, the aspect of the renewal 
and interior transformation of the person, the actual removal of sins. 
is cut out or at any rate treated with a dangerous indifference. 
Justification seems to be a 'simple action meant to cover sins,' a 
'simple declaration of justification,' and so something purely 
external' which does not really take hold of the person to transform 
him and make him righteous.◄• This criticism wa.s also fonnuJated by 
the Council of Trent which condemned the concept according to 
which 'men arc justified either through the imputation of Christ·s 
justice alone, or through the remission of sins alone. excluding grace 
and charity which is poured forth in their hearts by the Holy Spirit' 
(OS 1561). The Catholic criticism of the Reformation idea of faith 
and so/afide is by and large along this line. It reproaches solafide for 
neglecting the ethical aspect of the biblical message, the necessity of 
penitence, of new obedience, of love and its works to the point where 
the ethical dimension of faith is in practice lost. This is how the 
Catholic dialogue partners looked at so/a fah before and during the 
discussions at Augsburg ( 1 S 30): a �holly bare faith, knowing in 
practice neither penitence. nor love. nor new obcdicnc� nor good 
works.''' The Council of Trent at once formulated this reproach in a 
number of places, for example, when emphasising, with reference to 
James 2: 17 and Gal 5: 16. that to become a living member of Christ's 
Body, hope and love must be added to faith (OS 1531). or when 
stating, in ref erencc to the ethical texts of Scripture: 'Therefore 
nobody may rely presumptuously on faith alone (in so/a fide), 
believing that he will be made an heir and receive the inheritance by 
faith alone (so/a fide), (OS 13 8). This is the basis for the formulation 

of the corresponding doctrinal condemnations aimed at so/a fide.

J8. er. M. Bogdahn, who provides a mus of evidence drawn from recent Catholic

""riting: Die Rtcht/trtlgunplthrt Lut/Nrs Im Uri.ii dtr nf'Mtnn lcatlwllsclttn

Thtologlt 1971, p. 69(T. 
J9. V. Pfnur. Elnlg in dlr R«hif1rtlpmfJllhnl D/6 R«hiftrtlrungsl,ltrr du

Cort/tsslo Augu.,tana (JJJO) und d/1 S11/lungnahm1 tkr kDtho/lschtn kontro,·trs

:htolog,e zwudrtn JJJO und JJJJ, 1970, p. 395: cf. pp. 256-64. 
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particularly canons 9 (DS 1559), 19 (OS 1569) and 20 (OS 1570). 
The criticism formulated against the reformed concept of faith as 
fiducia (DS 1533, 1534, 1562 and 1564) was therefore very clearly 
motivated by the fear that the ethical value of the act of justification 
was being taken as unimportant. This criticism appears again in 
recent Catholic literature. ,o 

How was this controversy ended, so that the Malta Report could 
speak of 'a far-reaching consensus'? It can be explained by three 
observations which we can think of as three successive steps leading 
up to this consensus: 

1. The Reformers constantly tried, in the time following the Diet of
Augsburg, to show that Catholic criticisms of the forensic doctrine of 
justification and of sola fidt were not really dealing with the 
Reformed concept. This idea was in its essence maintained and 
referred to later by Protestant theologians. Despite the polemical tone 
in general use, they did take account of the legitimacy of the concern 
underlying Catholic criticism. For to the degree that Catholic 
reproaches were descnbed as a 'deformation' or a 'false 
interpretation' of the Reformers' original concept, to that degree there 
was an implicit acknowledgment that there was a pretty broad 
agreement in this field. 

Now that time has passed, Protestants arc more willing now than 
they were in the post-Reformation era to recognise these conver
gences which have been maintained throughout all the controversy. 
This has been seen already in the context of the preceding section, but 
it is true also for the whole debated area of 'forensic justification -
so/a jide - renewal.' This emerges, for example, from a series of 
recent Protestant reviews and studies on the Council of Trent's decree 
on justification. They show that Protestants can very well share in the 
Tridentine rebuttal of a purely forensic concept of justification 
(' ... sofa imputatio just/tae Christi,' DS 1561), of a reduction of the 
act of justification to the forgiveness of sins ( • ... so/a peccatonun 
remissio,' DS I �61) or of a justifying faith without any interior re
newal or works of love (' ... lnanis jiduda,' DS 15 3 3). 

W. Jocst writes: When the Council oi Trent 'requires justification
to be understood as the gift of an effective grace as well as the forgive
ness of sins, a renewal and sanctification of life,' something is being 
affirmed which Protestant theology can and should make its own." 
A. Peters expresses himself in similar terms: 'By recognising that our
faith exercises itself in works and so increases' it is quite possible to
give 'a positive meaning' to certain declarations of the Council of

so. er. M. Boadahn, pp. 75-8. 
S 1. W. Joest, 'Die tridentiruscbet Recbtfertiaungslchre' in Ktrypna und Dogma, 
1963, p. 46. 
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Trcnt.n p. Brunner's impressive study takes on a sp�c�� _importance

with regard to this question. It shows such poss1bilit1es of deep

t On these principal points between Protestant and
agrccmen 'fli h' h ·11
Tridentine concepts of justification that the d1 �rcnces w 1c st1 

exist appear to have lost the virulence which separated the

Churches.n 
As has been said already, these declarations constantly refer to

what the Reformers were asserting. Whether to respond to Roman

Catholic criticisms or to combat certain errors in their own ranks. the
Reformers tirelessly emphasised that for them maintaining the f �r�n
sic concept of justification and so/a fide in no way meant remammg
indifferent to the ethical content of the Christian message. Witnesses 
on this topic arc as numerous as they arc vehement. As for discus
sions within the Reform itself, this was not simply a matter of the 
theological refutation of the antinomians - a refutation which in 
many respects provided an explicitating commentary on the Reform
ation doctrine of justification. From an ecumenical point of view. the 
theological clarifications which were the outcome of the disputes with 
Osiander and Major can be considered even more illuminating. These 
were incorporated into chapters III (of the righteousness off aith) and 
IV (of good works) of the Formula Concordiac. There is a description 
of and insistence on both the forensic understanding of justification 
and on the mutuality and good ordering of the declaratory act and 
the act which effectively justifies, of faith and good works. These 
texts arc an enduring and precious contribution to the attempt to 
overcome the Catholic-Lutheran controversy on justification. 

As regards direct confrontation with Roman Catholic theology, 
reference must of course be made to the Augsburg Confession and its 
basic affirmations for Lutheran thought. According to these the Holy 
Spirit who effects justifying faith is also the creator spiritus who 
renews believers' hearts so that they may pcrf orm good works.'' We 
know how the Apology of the Augsburg Confession replies in more 
detail to Roman Catholic criticisms. However the problems posed by 
the i_ntcrpretation of chapter IV (�f j�tificati?n) �re s?lvcd. (and they 
a.re in part very complex) one thmg 1s clear: Jusuficnnon is presented 
on the one hand as an act which is carried through without human 
intervention. a purely divine act which is yet not exterior to the person. 
and so/a fide, on the other hand, as excluding confidence in good 
works. but not good works themselves," so that justifying grace is 
never and cannot be without good works. 56 

S !. A. Peters, p. 91. 

�). P. Brunner. pp. 141-69. 

�.i. BKS p. 80: cf. p. 316. 

55. Ibid, p. 175.

� 6. Ibid, p. 209.
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The fact that it has nonetheless never been possible to come to a 
real mutual understanding either during the Reformation era or later 
docs not mean that the polemics were no more than a dialogue of the 
deaf. A recently published Catholic study shows how in the years 
following the Diet of Augsburg (15 30-3 5). despite the remaining 
differences in terminology an agreement on the actual object of the 
doctrine of justification had been sketched out by some theologians of 
the Reformation and some representatives of Catholic theology. Both 
sides were completely aware of this agreement. n Some years later. the 
Ratisbon conversations (l 541) also led to a not inconsiderable con· 
sensus which specifically safeguarded the forensic character of 
justification and expressed the so/a jide, while descnbing justifying 
faith as fides viva et efficax and ejficax per charitatem in reply to the 
preoccupations of the Catholics who were afraid of too great an 
emphasis on and the absolutising of the forensic aspect." These 
agreements of the years 1530-40 were however still dominated by a 
return to the old polemics. and the Ratisbon consensus was not 
positively welcomed either by Rome or Wittenberg. 

The Reformation controversy on justification was thus 
accompanied by a latent agreement. an agreement concealed beneath 
the structures of different ways of thinking. an imperfect and fitful 
agreement which did not succeed in leading on to any lasting consen
sus. 

The agreement which is emerging at present is following. in its 
main lines. the path already mapped out in the Reformation era. 
Admittedly. biblical exegesis and recent historical research on Saint 
Thomas Aquinas. for example. the analysis of the particular situation 
of the theological and historical fronts which provoked the Reformers· 
protest. and also studies of the Council of Trent. have provided some 
important information. But they have not made any fundamental 
change to the set of problems originally posed. They have simply 
placed them in a clearer light. They have given us a more precise view 
of the tangle of mutual misunderstandings produced in particular by 
the difference in ways of thinking and in concepts. They hn,e also 
enabled us to recognise and grasp today those poss1bilit1es of 
agreement which were already being traced out in the Reformation 
era. This leads me to my second observation. 

(2) The Reformation doctrine of justification has for some time had
an important and increasing number of Catholic advocates. Catholic 
theologians seem nowadays to have relieved their Protestant 
colleagues from the worry of having to justify the doctrine of 
justification and to defend it against the polemical deformations and 

57. V. Pfnur. cf. espccaally pp. 394-9.
58. Corpus R�formalont.m, vol. IV, col. l9S-201.
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condemnations to which is has been hitherto a victim. The tenor of 
Catholic statements and presentations is almost everywhere in the 
following terms: the traditional condemn!tio� of

_ 
a p�rely forensic

concept of justification according to which Justification would be 
restricted to a purely external declaration of a person's righteousness, 
and the condemnation of a concept of a justifying faith which would 
separate this faith from penitence, love, new obedience and good 
works, sidestep the Reformation doctrine of justification. Such 
polemics, it is true, do apply to certain occasional exaggerations of 
the forensic aspect and so/a fide. but not to the original Reformation 
concept. 

The work of A. Hasler"' is to some extent a veritable programme. 
His purpose is to expose the stock phrases which misrepresent 
Luther's teaching on justification and which still predominate in the 
great majority of dogmatic manuals in this century, and to set them 
against the results of achieved research on Luther by both Protestants 
and Catholics. On the Catholic side, many groups have accepted the 
opinion formulated by M. Schmaus: 'The Reformers ... effectively 
teach ... that God truly pardons sin. If then God declares the sinner 
justified, he is made wholly just. According to the Reformers, God 
docsn 't just pretend to act as if the person were not a sinner. In their 
view, the man whom God has declared justified truly is no longer a 
sinncr.'60 Catholic specialists on Luther, such as J. Lortz and P. 
Blaser, who have anyway been reticent in passing judgment on this 
subject, are now taking up the idea that according to Luther 
justification works 'a genuine transformation of the old man into a 
new man in Christ, ,u an 'interior transformation. '62 As Edward 
Schillebceckx emphasises, when the Reformers describe justification 
as 'legal, imputative and declaratory,' these terms are 'by no means 
identical with "extcrnal."''3 Speaking of Luther R. Kosters states: 
'The fact that the sinner has been declared just does not simply leave 
room for the interior transformation of the sinner, but brings it about 
by an interior necessity.' He therefore considers that 'the decisive 
objection to the Protestant doctrine of justification ... has no 
foundation. '64 

It would be easy to heap up other Catholic statements of this type 

59. A. Hasler, Luthtr In dtr lc.athollsclwn Dogmatlk. Darsttllung stiMr
Rtchtftrtigungslthn In dtn kathollsclwn Dogmattktrbuchtr11, 1968.
60. M. Schmaus. Kathollscht Dogmatik, vol. 111/2, 6th ed., 1965, p. 123.
61. J. Lortz. 'Martin Luther' in Reformata Reformanda, ed. E. lserloh and K.
Repgcn. vol. 1, 1965, p. 244.
62. P. Bliscr. 'Geseu und Evanaelium' in Catholica, 1960, p. 22.
63. E. Schillebeccu, op. dt. p. 93.
fi-l. R. Kosters, 'Luthers These "Gcrccht und Sunder Zugleich"' in Catholka, 1964,

r- 213.
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but it would have little point and would not take us much further. 
What is important is that corresponding to this new appreciation of 
the forensic character of the Reformation doctrine of justification is a 
new appreciation of the Reformers' so/a fide. Today we arc hearing 
the Reformers' replies to their critics from the mouths of Catholics 
themselves. as they declare themselves to be in agreement with them: 
'For Luther, faith is something alive and active ... Faith cannot exist 
without love and without good works ... Justifying faith is effectively 
and of necessity related to love. And the performing of works is so 
much part of justifying faith that we cannot speak of faith where 
these works arc absent.'" In his impressive study of Luther·s Great 
Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians. P. Manns comes to the 
conclusion: 'Faith justifies but the justified person fulfils. or at least 
begins to fulfil. the law! Here account is taken of the fact that jides 
incarnata ... leads to love or is identified with love. '66 And E. Iserloh 
puts it as follows: 'According to Luther. justifying faith ••is not 
something distinct from love.,' but is 'in some way impregnated with 
love.'61 

It is perhaps in Cardinal Willcbrands' allocuuon at the Fifth 
General Assembly of the L WF that the cleo.rest account is given of 
the extent to which this new understanding of the Reformation 
doctrine of justifcation has become established m Catholic theology. 
In this allocution it � noted that common studies undertaken by 
Catholic and Protestant researchers have shown ·that the term 
.. faith•• in the sense in which Luther used it is not meant to exclude 
works. or love or hope. It can truly be said that Luthcr's concept of 
faith. taken in its full sense. signifies nothing other that what the 
Catholic Church calls love.'" 

3. But Catholic theologians could hardly make themselves
advocates of the Reformation doctrine of just1f cation or defend it 
against polemical deformations unless they could at the same time 
assent to the specific intentions of the doctrine. This is the context of 
the third aspect of the agreement presently emerging. It is not Just 
that there is a declaration on the Catholic side that the •cff ectivc · 
element is in no way missing from the Reformers· forensic concept of 
justification. and that their so/a fide docs not exclude love and the 
works of love. From this 'negative• consensus they g.o on to a 
·positive• one which identifies both the forensic concept of justifi
ication and so/a fide with convictions which. while neither unilateral

65. P. Blaser Rtchrftrtlgungslaube btl Luthtr, I I 95J. p. 25.
66. P. Manns. •Fides Absoluta-Fides lncarnata' in Rt/ormata Rt/ormanda. p. 299f.
61. · Luthcrs Stcllung in dcr 1hcolog1schcn Tradiuon · in it andlwrgfrr dl'S
/.111h,•rh1/dt1, ed. K. Forsicr, I 966. p. JO.
68 t:,·,an / 970. Fiinflt Vollvtrsammlung dts Luthtmchtn Weltbundts ed. H. W.

Hessler. 1970. p. Q� QY; Pos111ons Luthcracnncs 18, 1970. p. 329. 
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nor cxaueratecl must also have or come to have a place in Catholic 
thcotoc. 

H. Volk� for example. emphasises that 'in describing the process of
Jumficanon ... the idea of 'imputation. and thus the forensic
duncnston. cannot be dropped.· Schillebccckx expresses the same idea 
when he says that the Reformation with its forensic doctrine of just-
1sic:won wu preoccuptcd 'with the aspect of "from above: .. of 'grace
!1! truly supreme.· thus wtth something which is also 'part of the
Cathohc faith. •1e H. Fries brings forward analogous arguments: In 
Luther's forensic concept of Jusuficauon certain fundamental cate
iones and aspects of Chnsuan f a1th come to light - in particular the 
category of personal relationship with God - which Catholic 
theology cannot dispense with, 'by reason of the structure of revcl
.111on and of C:uhohc thought itself. '1 1 Hans Kung insists particularly 
on the prcser,ation of the forensic character of Jusofication. His ar• 

umcnts arc cspcc1ally of the excgeucal order and he shows. by re
f crcnce t0 other Catholic exegete,. that the biblical notion of 
Jusuficauon is effectively a 'forensic concepuon:12 This has a 
·fundamental importance' for the understanding of justification
because 11 brings out 'the gratuitousness of Justificauon · and more
prec1sel y the Jusuficauon of unjust human beings. This forensic con
�cpuon of Jusuficauon ·1s in no way excluded' from Catholic tradiuon
- nor from the decree of the Council of Trent - 'll is includcd:7'

In accepung the forensic doctrine of Justification. Kung. Fries."'
and others proceed dtrectly to a corresponding acceptance of so/a

fide, correct!} understood. Kung states: 'Through justificauon the 
merc:Lf ul Judge declares men to be Justified and the corresponding 
humMI atutudc is one of abandonment to the sentence of divine 
gr cc� sustillned by fear and cspcc1ally by trust. and the 
:icknowledgmcnt of h1s own unwonhme.ss m the face of God·s gm.cc. 
ln snort f auh. It LS certainly the faith of someone who loves. and thus 
a 10\ ing faith. but it 1s not love taking the place of faith:n This 1s why 
·the formula defirutely belongs to Catholic trad1t1on.' since 'accord
,ng to Cuhohe and Tndenune teaching on JUstificnuon .... there 1s 
no other recourse far the sinner than to place his whole trust in the 
Lvrd .. ,. 

� L� ol..o11 rw f'7tro'°111 uA.d K1rcM. vol V. 2nd ed •• 1960. col. 64 1. 
·n E Sc.h.lldxecu. p 9).
• H Fncs. pp 16 7�-
• ., Rccnuen,gunJ und Holagunf &.n B�ftl"""I dlr Chrutm, ed. M Roule and o.
C 1tW1n. 1960 p 2BL cf Kuna. Justification. p. 200.
·1 / d p 2S�. Kw,i. p. 208.
·.i H Fnc3.p 174
•c flechtfcruguna uzd Hcuguna' p 26Sr 
• ._ Ku,:,. pp 23 a,nd 249.
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It would also be pointless to heap up references on this point to 
prove that Catholics have legitimised and adopted the solafide. 17 Let 
me refer again to Cardinal Willcbrands' address to the LWF 
Assembly, which he intended to be understood in this context: Luther 
for whom 'the doctrine of justification was the artic:ulus stanti.s et

cadent is ecclesiae' is in this 'our common master when he teaches us 
that God must always remain the Lord and that the most important 
human response must remain absolute trust in and adoration of 
God. '11

(c) Man though justified remains a sinner (simul justus et peccator)
However, the whole debate between Catholics and Protestants
centres on the Reformation formula of simul ju.stus et peccator. It is
true that within Protestant theology, the meaning of this formula.
even the possibility of maintaining it in face of the New Testament
and more specifically of the Pauline witness. has been vigorously dis
cussed and, up to a certain point, contested. But it must nevertheless
be acknowledged that taken as a whole the Lutheran doctrine of
justification cannot give up this formula nor what it stands for. Its
importance seems so central that it can be seen as 'the formula of
justification itselr, 19 and it can be said to contain 'the whole of
Lutheran theology. '10 It was also taken to mark the difTerence
between the Reformation and the Roman Catholic concepts of
justification more clearly than any other formula� that it was
'in corn patible with the Roman Catholic system. '11 and that even if this
formula could be accepted on the Catholic side it would only be at the
cost of an interpretation which deformed its true meaning. 12

The Roman Catholic critics of the Reformation doctrine of justifi
cation have from the outset been constantly challenged by this 
formula or by the connected statement that the justified person re
mains entirely sinful.13 The Catholic rejection of this formula is 
ultimately of a piece with the rejection of a purely forensic concept of 
justification, as was dealt with above. Indeed, the difTcrcnccs in the 
way sin is thought of (the relation between original sin and concupis-

77. This is adequately proved u, M. Boadahn, for instance. p. 147fT.
78. Evtan I 970, p. 99.
79. W. Link. Das Rlnpn lu1h,n um dlt FrtlMlt dtr Thtologft von dtr Philosophit.
2nd ed .• 19SS. p. 77fT.
80. R. Herrmann. luthtn Thtst "Gtrteht und Siintkr Zugltich ", 2nd ed •• 1960. p.
7. 

81. R. Herrmann, in Dlt Rtligion In Gtschichtt wrd Gtgtnwart, 2nd ed .• vol VI.
1961, p. 844.
82. E. Schlink, 'Geseu und Evan1clium als kontroventheolo1isches Problem' in Der
kommtndt Christus und dlt kfrch/lchtn Tradltlontn, 1961, p. 154.
83. Cf. for example Luthtn Austinanden,tzung mit dtm btlgl1chtn Thtologtn J.
latomus, /52/: WA 8. 43fT.
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�encc) play an important role in this context, but I will not go into
further detail.'' The Catholic 'no' has been formulate� by Karl

Rahner and H. Vorgrimmler in these terms: 'If Catholics pr�test
against this formula it is because they reject t1!� idea t�at 9od-gi�en
justice ... is only a forensic 'as if,' a mere 1mputauon. a fiction
which leaves man a sinner as before, incapable of good and salutary
deeds:" 

It is therefore a question on the Catholic side of discoveri�g
whether in the light of this formula 'justification docs not lose .... its
re:ility' and this 'the decisive objection against the Protestant doctrine 
of justification.'" 

Lutheran insistence on the central, positive position of this formula 
for the Reformation doctrine of justification. even of all theology. like 
the Catholic position which concentrates all its criticism of the 
Protestant doctrine of justification just on this point. gives foundation 
for the statement made by the Catholic theologian R. Kosters: 'The 
problem of agreement or disagreement on the doctrine of justification 
comes down to the question of knowing whether, and in how far. it is 
possible to r�ch mutual understanding on Luthcr"s simul.'17

Afier the explanations given above it would be pointless to describe 
once more the Catholic-Protestant rapprochement on the concept of 
justification. in particular as related to the links and the differences 
between forensic justification and effective justification. The question 
of the meaning of the simul therefore comes up rather in the form of a 
two-fold test - an important one, certainly: Docs Lutheran theology 
understand this formula in a way which would not make of it a purely 
forensic concept of justification, which would once more hazard the 
agreement between Catholics and Lutherans? Can Catholic theology 
accept the Lutheran formula of the simul today. without anv deform
ing misinterpretation, or can it, at least, find in it a positiv; meaning 
which would nullify the previous condemnations? 

On this point too Lutheran interpretations and Catholic positions 
have come palpably closer together in recent years. as two 
observations will demonstrate: 

I. On the Protestant side. there hns for quite some time been an
attempt to bring out the particular character of this Reformation 
statement. By declaring the believer to be entirely just and at the 
same time entirely a sinner (lotus homo justus-totus homo peccator) it 
1s not a matter of giving an objective description of human nature nor 

�4. er. for example R. Kosters in Catho/lca, 1965, p. 1361T. 
35. Condst Thtologlcal Dictionary (En1lish ed. 1965), p. 435; cf. K. Rahner.
·Justified and Sinner at the same time' in Thtolog,c:-al ln�·tstlgatlons VI, 1969.
86. R. Groschc. 'Simul justus et peccator' in Pflgtrnth Klrc:-ht, 2nd ed .. 1969. p.
153.
-< 7 R. Kosters in Carho/Jca, 1964, p. 48.
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of pronouncing an 'objective and concrete condition. '11 Understood 
in this way, the formula would be false and bare of meaning. It should 
rather be seen as an affirmation which has no meaning and is not 
accurate unless 'man knows himself to be placed before God.'" It 
must then be understood as a prayer, as a 'confession of com
mission' and not as an 'ontological. dialectical formula. '90 'This
phrase ... must be understood as a confession. that is, that when the 
believer comes in prayer before God's face, he expresses through it 
his concept of the relationship between God and himself. It is a 
statement which the person at prayer makes about himself ... All 
erroneous interpretations stem from the fact that this truth of the 
encounter between God and man has been transposed into the world 
of popular and philosophical truth. '91 

If the formula is understood as being pronounced in the presence 
of God, it talces on its full meaning: man is entirely a sinner 'in the 
perspective of the severe judgment of God.' He is entirely just 'in the 
perspective of the great mercy of God.'92 Or, what comes to the same 
thing for Luther: 'In myself, apart from Christ. I am a sinner; in 
Christ, apart from myself, I am not a sinner. ••1

As an affirmation of prayer or of faith, this formula is not only 
meaningful but indispensable. For 'in the prayer which cancels out all 
personal merit before God in order to stake everything on God 
alone. '94 the believer must needs acknowledge himself entirely a
sinner and implore God's mercy. 'A confession of sins which was no 
more than a partial and limited self-condemnation would deprive the 
person's presence before God's face of its seriousness ... For the 
spiritual man, such an enfeebling of the confession of sins ... is im-
possible.''' 

Only in prayer or confession does the formula simul Justus et 
peccator - in the sense of lotus homo justus, totus homo peccator -
reveal its real meaning and express the basic intention of the 
Reformation doctrine of justification. It excludes any humnn action 

88. R. Herrmann. p. 289.
89. ibid.

90. W. Joest. 'Paulus und du Luthcrhche simul justus et pcccator' in Xerygma und
Do�ma, 19 .5 .5. p. 3 I 8 (referred to henceforward as W. Joest. Slmul Justus et
per:r:ator); cf. also H. G. Pohlmann, who Jive, a powerful and detailed cxplanauon of
how simul jwtus et peccator can and should be understood as a 'phrase expressive of
practical experience· such a.s ·11n experience of prayer' (book quoted above. p. )62fT

see note 201).
91. W. Link, p. 77ff.
92. P. Althaus, Die Theologit Martin lutlun, 1962. p. 211.
9). WA 38. 205.
94 R. Herrmann. p. 297.
9:S. W, Joest. Slmul justus tt ptcr:a1or, p. 30.5.
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which might be set up against God's judgment and plnccs its entire 
trust in God's merciful justice. . . . . This concept of slmul justus et peccator is no longer c:1t1ciscd by
Catholics. Quite the reversel •1� justi�cati?n .i., �xpr�scd in terms of
categories of bonds and rclauoosh,ps_, if 1t is arucul�ted as the
experience of Christian existence 9.!1d tn pra�er,. Cat�ohcs too cnn
speak of man as simultaneously a sinner and Justified. 111c fo!""'ula 
.. just and at the same time a sinner" can be accepted today in the 
perspective of Catholic theology on condition that 1t is understood 
existentially and pronounced in prayer and conf cssion •.,. 

This is Karl Rahner's opinion also when he states that the simul
formula 'is justified if it is understood as the expression of the 
experience of the individual person;' for 'one of the basic rctigJous 
experiences is undoubtedly the experience that we arc sinncn. but 
that we may also at the same time console oursclvt! about being 
justified before God in Christ.'" Here. in the sphere of religious 
experience and 'in view of the completely uncontrollable gr:1ce of 
God, of tempted justice, uncontrollable justice. we arc alwa)'s 
sinners. In this sense. it is possible to tind an always true and 
decisively important Catholic sense in the formula 'just and sinner a.t 
the same time . .,. There is also need 'somehow {to) pass beyond· the 
·otjcctively correct' dilTcrcncc which Catholics make between mortal
and venial siru. 'On the one hand. we arc in fact sinncn who hope
always to be allowed to escape again out of their sinfuln� into the
mercy of God. On the other hand. there is justice-. and if it is rel11ly in
us through God'.$ grace, it is always also threatened and tempted and
hidden from us •• ,.

R. Grosche also sees matter-s in this way when he tries to make a
distinction between 'the ontological language of theology nnd prnc 
tical and religious language' and when he considers the s,mul formuln 
to be justified in the sphere of a 'practical and religious lnllguage. · 100 

In this regard most Catholic authors quote the liturgy of the Mns_s
as 'the most impressive example of the C1tholic "sfmul justus tt
peccator''.' 101 �he Catholic Christian too can and should 
acknowledge these two states which arc constantly expressed in the 
liturgy: "I am the chief of sinners" and "l thank you for havmg sn., � 
me.·••102 

2. Catholic distrust of the formula cannot however be dis ip ted

96. H. Fncs. p. I nr.

97 K. Rihner. pp. 224-,.
98. Ibid. p. 228.
99. Ibid. p. 228.
100. R. Grosche. p. l'7.
101. H. KiJn&, p. 225.
102. H. Fncst, p. l 18.
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by seeing the simul just us et peccator as an affirmation of prayer or a 
confession of faith. They do indeed seem to find it necessary and 
meaningful and they think that they can adhere to it. But the 
fundamental objection remains. For one thing is certain: whether it is 
made as a prayer or confession of faith. the simul justus et peccator. 
taken as the characteristic human declaration bcf ore God. is wholly 
bound up with the 'forensic' aspect of the act of justification. 

There is obviously no disagreement here that the point at issue is 
man in relation to God and under God's judgment; to put it in other 
words. man's •value' before Gcxi. It is true that we have seen that this 
forensic aspect also belongs to the Catholic concept of justification. 
but it is insistently emphasised that if the act of jusufication is to be 
grasped in its entirety, an 'efTectivct aspect. that is. the perspective of 
the real renewing of the person, has to be added to this •forensic· or 
'imputed' aspect. 

The result is that the concept of simuljustus et peccator as I have 
presented it here can be understood in two ways: either. if it is taken 
to describe only the 'forensic' but not the 'effective· aspect of the 
formula. it can be seen as the legitimate but only partially valid 
expression of justification; or it can be considered as the full and 
adequate expression of the act of justification, and a 'purely· forensic 
concept of justification would thereby be accepted. In the latter case. 
the simul justus et peccator would once more provoke rejection from 
Catholics and prevent any progress on the way to an agreement. 

So we need to know whether the Reformers' simul has to be under
stood exclusively as an affirmation of prayer or a confession of faith. 
that is as the expression of a one-sidedly forensic concept of 
justification. To put it otherwise. is the simui simply about man ·s 
value before God or is also about the believer's concrete reality and 
his vita christiana? 

Only in the latter case could Lutherans and Catholics continue to 
find agreement over the simul jusrus et peccator. This is not to say 
that they would in any case reach such agreement. But it would still 
be a decisive point of depanurc and an indispensable basis for an 
agreement. 

Now, Lutheran and Catholic interpretations of the simul formula 
can be said to ha vc moved closer together on this point in recent 
years. 

On the Lutheran side, it has been shown that the simul justus et 
peccator of the Reformers was meant to be understood in a •double 
sense.' 101 It was not just an affirmation describing man in his twofold 
relationship with God the judge and the God of mercy. thus in some 
way in his •vertical' relationship with God. but at the same time an 

103. P. Allhws, p. 212.
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the 'horizontal dimension of life.•104
affirmation which als� relate� to 

us first to the 'sphere of value •• that
In other words: the srmu� bongs 

t thin is man in the light of God's

is, to a sphere where the l�rrtan 
t sto� there and also refers to the

judgment and grace. B_ut 
'; oe�:�lta christiana.10, 'sphere of earthly reality' of

d tand the simul justus et peccator in
But how then are we to un ers 

al. f
this second sense, that is, in its application to the concrete re aty o 

Christian life? . h h What Catholics fear and criticise is �at� _means t at �vcn � en
he is justified by God, man is and remains in his concrete hf e enurely
and without any change the same sinner he w� before. TI:1us every
thing would be led back all over again to a one-sided f �rens1c c�nc�pt
of justification. Justice would appear solely as an 1mput�d Justice
which did not become concrete in the reality of human hfe. _I f  the
simul ju.stu.s et peccator, applied to Christian life. did mean this_. we
would have to contest it, as indeed we have to contest all exclusively
f orcnsic concepts of justification. 

To be precise, this would be the fundamental question: Docs the
affirmation that the justified person remains a sinner in his or her
concrete life have an all-over character or not? Is the simul juslus et
peccator an ontological, static and a-historical affirmation. in the
sense that the act of justification produces no change in the sinful
state of the person's acts and life, that therefore nothing falls away or
is changed? Or can and should the formula be understood in such a
way as to give the Ju.stusl�ccator equation a dynamic, eventful and
historical character? Can and should the formula be understood in
such a way as to make it clear that the act of justification really docs
cut into the horizontal dimension of human life'? That it involves an
event which marks a turning from the ant� Christum to the postChristum, even when we take into account the sinful condition of ourpersonal life? 

Recent Catholic positions show a decisive openness. They nolonger interpret the sfmul ju.stus et �ccator categorically ns anontological and static formula, and so something to be rejected. butju�gc it po_ssibl� to conceive of it as a dynamic formula, bound upwith salvauon history, and acceptable from a Catholic point of view.This is the basic tenor of most Catholic statements on the subject'°"

104. Ibid., p. 213.
10.S. W. Jocst, Gtsttz und FrtiMit, 1956, pp. 68 and 80. 
106. 'If Luther's formula "slmul Justus tt ptteator" hu a 'COncrete histoncal nonmetaphysical meanin1, it docs not incur the condemnation of the Council of Trent'(M. Schmaus. p. 120). 'Luther's formula •.. can and should be rccoansscd asprovidin1 a genuine basis. even if not a wholly satisfactory nor complete one. for thedoctrine of justification, as lon1 as it is understood on Luther's terms as having •dynamic and historical import and ls not falsely inurpreted, contrary to Luthcr"s
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since R. Grosche's book appeared in 1935 and opened up new 
paths: 

107 In certain cases, they go as far as to think that the original
meaning of the Reformers' formula 101 was actually a dynamic and 
historical one. 

Here then is the point where Protestant and Catholic 
interpretations of the simul Justus et peccator can meet. For today 
Protestants also state that the formula describes •a stage of time and 
of salvation history which comes about between God and 
mankind.' 109 'The contradiction contained in this term 
"simultaneously" just and a sinner ... does not express ... a static 
relationship, but a lively struggle. For ... simultaneously with the 
faith which receives pardon, Christ enters the heart where he now 
undertakes the struggle against the old man.· This involves 'the co
existence, full of tensions and struggles. between the just man and the 
sinner within the person himself,' 'the advancing of the old man 
towards death and the resurrection of the new man: 110 The formula 
describes the •movement involved in being Christian.' the ·real 
progress· which comes about in the life of a Christian in whom justice 
becomes a •real and ever-increasing reality .' 111 The ... at the same
time .. of the formula is a kind of pointer to this path of progress.· it
refers to the •struggle and advance within the new life.· a title Lo the 
Christian life' which consists of 'zeal. pain and struggle.' 11

!

(n short. ·movement.' •struggle.' ·progress' are the kmd of key con 
cepts by which Protestants also describe the meaning of simul jus/lf.\ 
et peccator. in so far as it deals with the concrete reality of Christian 
life. ·Just' and 'sinner.' then. no longer relate to a •simultaneous amJ 
overall definition· of man. as the ;/mu/ does when it is an affirmation 
made in a confession of faith or in prayer before God. Henceforward 
the terms signify simply 'partial aspects: m In his concrete life the 
Christian is 'partly just' (partem ju.stus) and 'partly sinner· (par/em 
peccator). There is obviously no question of an}' measurable and 
precisely definable 'parts.' but of the 'movement which comes about
when they confront each other: 1" and of the 'dynamic progress from

intention. as a diaJcctic:il and :i-tcmporal formuln'(R. Kosters in Cotholica. 1965. p. 
223). See also Karl Rnhncr. Theological lm•tstigotlons VI; H. Wulf. Lex1J..,m ftir 
Thtologit und Klrcht. 2nd ed .. 1964, vol. IX. p. 780: H. Schutte. Pro1estan11sn111::.. 
1966. p. 429 and others express themselves similarly. Cf. H. G. Pohlmann. p. J 701T 

and M. Bogdnhn. p. I 92ff. 
107. R. Groschc. cf. note 86.
108. This concept is defended by, for eumplc. R. Kosters: sec note 105.
109. R. Herrmann. p. 21.
I I O. P. Althaus. p. 2 I 2f.

111. W. Jocst. Gesttz und Frtlhtit, pp. 65. 70 and 68.
112. R. Hermann, pp. 261. 234 and 10.
I 13. P. Althaus. p. 212; W. Jocst. Gtsttz und Freiheit, p. 651T.
I 14. P. Althaus. p. 2 I 2f.
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the old element which is still present but more and �ore di�

. g to the new clement which has still to be fully realised but ,sappeann , . . . ,u, 
more and more coming mto view. 

New light thus falls on the fa'7t t�at _a j�tificd per�o� re_mams a

sinner. The sin which cerexists wtth Justice m the Chnstaan is not to
be identified simply with the sin of an unjust!ficd person. 'In any
event. the sin referred to in the simul formula 1s not an uncontested
reality which reigns as lord. It is a sin attacked an_d combaucd. Thus.
with the believer sin has ... a f undamenuilly different status from
that which it has outside faith.'116 Sin is not just covered over by the
forgiveness of sins, but it is definitively touched and altered. 
·something has happened to sin. It has received a mortal wound.· •its
vital artery has been cut;• it is 'the beginning of its end.'' 17 In the case
of a believing and justified person sin is now no more than · a power
trampled underfoot, no longer a triumphant power :111

Recent Protestant interpretations of the simul jwtus et pttc:acor
often recall and stress 1" the ditTerencc which Luther made in his 
writings against Latomus between �ccatum �gnans and p«rotum 
regnarum. 110 That sin. in the believer. becomes �ccacum non rtgnans 
or peccatum �gnatum means primarily that 'its power to precipitate 
man into damnation has been tak.cn from it because of the judgmcnt 
of justification which is opposed to this condcmnauon to death·; 
moreover. 'its power over the unfolding of life has been broken:•:• 
Sin shows itself chiefly as ptccatum regnatum in the sense that the 
believer ref uses it his 'consent,' as Luther says. following St. 
Augustine. and fights against it.121 In the case of the belic\'cr. a 
combative and active will sets itself against sin. This opposition is so 
much a part of the very essence of faith thllt without this tictivc 
opposition faith would not be a real and justifying faith. ns Luther 
and the Lutheran conf cssions of faith constantly stress. 

Now- we have reached the end of our study and we can sav that it 
shows. even as regards the Reformation formula simul j�s1us t!I 

115. W. Jocst. Gtstt: und Frtllttlt, p. 79.
l 16. W. Jocst. Simul Jwtus tt ��ator. p. 298.
117. R. Herrmann. pp. 28 and 53.
118. A. Peters. p. 88.
119. R. Herrmann. p. 67: W. Jocst. Simul}wtus tt ,,«cator. p. 299: A. Peter,, p.
88. Rtcht/trrlgung htutt. Studltn und Btrlchtt ed. by the LWF's Tht<>lott �
Comm1ss1on and Department. 1965. p. 32.
120. WA 8. 96.
121. W. Jocst. Slmul Justus tt �ccator, p. 299.
122. Cf. for example. R. �crrmanns, p. 155m W. Jocst. Slmul JustM.J tt P«c-ator p.
299f: cf. also R. Kosters in Cathollca 1965. p. 136fT who considers the d1st1nct1on
which Luther makes between ptt:eatum rtfttanJ and Pttrarum reinat&u" and h,�
concept or non c-onstntlrt pt«ato to be 'extremely important from the point of "c" 
of polcm1cnl theology (Kontrovcrstheolo11e)'. p. 1 J6. 
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peccator, and hence the idea that the sinful condition endures in the 
justified person, that controversy between Catholics and Protestants 
over the doctrine of justification can be considered as overcome. in its 
main points. No point still needs elucidation which is capable of 
making the agreements achieved on other aspects and dimensions of 
the problem of justification once more the subject of debate. The 
affirmation of the Malta Report that 'today a far-reaching consensus 
is developing in the interpretation of justification' (No. 26) is therefore 
proved to be an exact assessment, also in the aspect dealt with above. 
based on the results of recent theological research. 

UI 

What are the consequences of this consensus on the doctrine of 
justification 7

A concluding remark 
The aim of this study is to show how such an extensive agreement 
between Catholics and Lutherans on the problem of justification has 

been achieved that this problem can no longer be considered as one 

which separates the Churches. The Mala Report has the merit of

having expressed this in such a fashion that it could not be

overlooked. 
I would like to be able to think that my study is concluded. but I 

am well aware that a new and very extensive problem is directly

bound up with it: the implications or consequences which an

agreement on the doctrine of justification would have. and should

have, on all the other aspects and problems, of the Lutheran-Catholic

dialogue. 
Throughout my study I have shown why this question comes up at 

once and inevitably after agreement is reached on the doctrine of 
justification. Just as, from the Reform perspective, the doctrine of 
justification is not just one clement among others of Lutheran 
doctrine but the central clement from which all teaching and preach
ing flow. so a consensus on the doctrine cannot be taken in isolation 
as if it were a partial agreement among other similar agreements. All 
the partial controversies of the Reformation come back to the 
prohlcm of justification. so that It has been ucbated in all these partial 
controversies. whether on sacramental doc.:trinc or on ecclesiology, on 
mariology or on problems relating to devotional practice. This is 
c:xactly what Luther meant when he wrote: ·on this article (of
ju,tilkation) rests everything which we teach and everything which
"� live in opposition to the pope. the devil and the world.'1ll This is
I� l n�'i. r .J It..
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would be resolved and be would be ready 'to kiss tbc �pc s cc · 

The Malta Report and the dialogue which preceded it to�k.carc��
account of this aspect of the problem, and even gave it �pcct 

attention. It reads: 'Although a far-reaching agreeme?t m the

understanding of the doctrine of justification appears possible, oth�
questions arise here. What is the theol�gic_al if?�rtance of t�is

doctrine? Do both sides similarly evaluate its imphcat1ons for the hfe

and teaching of the Church?' (No. 28). 

This phrase could give the impression that the _ pro�lem_ of �he
theological importance of the doctrine of justification 1s st_1ll w,de
open. and so a subject of controversy. But that would be mexact, 
because the preceding paragraph of the Malta Report elearly shows 
that there has been a great deal of consensus on this problem as well. 
Justification. it states, • ... can be understood as expressing the 
totality of the event of salvation, ... As the message of justification is 
the foundation of Christian freedom in opposition to legalistic con
ditions for the reception of salvation, it must be articulated ever anew 
'as an important interpretation of the centre of the Gospel. But it was 
also pointed out that the event of salvation to which the Gospel 
testifies can also be expressed comprehensively in other 
representations derived f ram the New Testament, such as recon
ciliation. freedom, redemption, new life, and new creation' (No. 2 7). 
Catholics too therefore can think of justification as •expressing the 
totality.• as the central though not the exclusive expression 'of the 
event of salvation.' lt is certainly not the only one but it is •an 
important interpretation of the centre of the Gospel' which the 
Church may never set aside. 

This is why it is characteristic of the Malta Report that the 
consensus on the doctrine of justification is not limited to that theme. 
As the text shows, the consensus leads directly to ecclesiology (Nos. 
29.30). This becomes even clearer as it continues and the question of 
lhe ministry arises. It says: 'lt is here (the question of ministries in the 
Church) that the question of the position of the Gospel in and over 
the: Church becomes concrete. What. in other words. are the 
l:onscquences of the doctrine of justification for the understanding of 
lhe ministerial office?' (No. 4 7). In every passage which emphasises 
the subordination of the Church and the ministry to the Gospel (Nos. 
� 8. 50. 60 and 62). it states in how far it has taken account of the 
intentions of the doctrine of justification and how far it has been 
�uidcd by them as regards agreement on ecclesiological problems. 
fr...: question of papal primacy has also been considered by the 
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Lutherans f�om_ this. an�Ie (No. 66). The same integration of th problem of Justi�catton into_ the discussion of other debated poin�can be �bs�rvcd U1 the Amencan-Lutheran dialogue on the subject ofthe sacrificial character of the Eucharist or of the papal ministry. How�cr, we _must be careful not to set all the debated problems
�oo one-sidedly lll terms of the question of justification. Quite apartrom the danger of reaching only a sterile schematism even some sort
of th I • al 

· ' eo_og1c game, 1t should not be forgotten that we are talking abouta specifically �utheran perspective on the problem, and that this should not b� 1mpo�ed on �he Catholic partner - not simply out of
esteem and friendship for thtS partner, but in the last analysis because
of the New Testament witness and the Christian message, which we
do not treat fairly if we always and everywhere try to interpret and
proclaim them as the witness and message of justification. 

Even if the preaching and doctrine of justification can be
considered as an 'important interpretation of the centre of the Gospel'
and which therefore touches all the spheres of the doctrine of the
Church and of Christian faith, this does not rule out other important
interpretations of the salvation event which can express certain
essential aspects of the divine action, of the Gospel message, of the
ecclesiological reality and of Christian responsibility more adequately
and contribute more effectively to their safekeeping than can an
interpretation of the Gospel directed solely towards justification. 

If the interconfessional dialogue allows Lutheran and the Lutheran
Church to be more aware of this, it will have achieved a pretty
notable result. It has emerged in the course of history that
concentration on the message of the justification of the sinner. and on
this alone, has not been purely a power in Lutheran theology and
preaching but also a source or occasion of excessive simplifications
and onesided ideas. Even if it could be proved that this was a result of
•false interpretations' of the Reformers' original concept of
justification, we would still have to ask, with some unease, if such 
simplifications and onesided ideas might not continue to be produced
if we seek a foundation for 'aJJ that we teach and all that we live in
opposition to the pope, the devil and the world' in the single article of
justification. m

Centre d·Etudes Oecumeniques,
Strasbourg.

HARDING MEYER 

I 25. As regards the discussion within Lutheranism over the theological importance
of justification. sec H. G. Pohlmann. pp. 23-39. 
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